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Customs extensions features support
Posted by Ramu - 2014/08/08 06:16
_____________________________________

Hi 

         how to use custom component in the master and slave site, in my old website i am using custom
component(like as.. jobs,blog,support and profile) or now i want to use here also, so my question is, how
to use custom component with the jms multisite and jms multisite will except this features and this
features compatiable with jms multisite extensions.

============================================================================

Re: Customs extensions features support
Posted by edwin2win - 2014/08/11 09:49
_____________________________________

When an extension is not defined in the JMS tools, a possiblity to install the extension in the slave sites
consists in re-installing your custom extension into the slave site to let your extension create the MySQL
tables required by your extension. 

Another possiblity is to duplicate (copy) a website that already contain the extension "pre-installed". So
that, the tables will be copied. 

Another solution is to develop a specific plugin to declare in JMS the definition of your specific "custom
extension". So that you could have its definition added into the JMS tool menu.

============================================================================

Re: Customs extensions features support
Posted by Ramu - 2014/08/12 06:40
_____________________________________

Can we not install customs extensions in the master site. 

and second thing which you are saying like copy a website it means copy normal website or jms multisite
website or if there is providing any copy option by the jms multisite. 

Could you help me to clear this thing.

============================================================================

Re: Customs extensions features support
Posted by edwin2win - 2014/08/22 13:09
_____________________________________

You always need to install the extension in the master to have the "PHP code" installed. 

In the slave site, the only think that is required is the MySQL tables for this extension. 
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This explain that a plugin should be created to describe the MySQL tables used by the extension. 
When we say duplicate (copy) a website, this mean copy all the MySQL tables used by site website. So
as you copy ALL the tables, this includes the tables required by the custom extension. 

I hope this is more clear

============================================================================
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